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Crohn’s disease (CD) and ulcerative colitis (UC) are incurable lifelong inflammatory bowel
diseases (IBD) with a rising worldwide incidence. IBD is characterized by diarrhea, rectal
bleeding, severe cramping and weight loss. However, there is a growing evidence that
IBD is also associated with anxiety- and depression-related disorders, which further
increase the societal burden of these diseases. Given the limited knowledge of central
nervous system (CNS) changes in IBD, we investigated CNS-related comorbidities
in a mouse model of experimental colitis induced by dextran sulfate sodium (DSS)
administration in drinking water for 5 days. In male and female C57BL6J mice, DSS
treatment caused increased brain excitability, revealed by a decrease in seizure onset
times after intraperitoneal administration of kainic acid. Moreover, both sexes showed
increased anxiety-related behavior in the elevated plus-maze (EPM) and open field (OF)
paradigms. We assessed somatic pain levels, because they may influence behavioral
responses. Only male mice were hyperalgesic when tested with calibrated von Frey
hairs and on the hotplate for mechanical and thermal pain sensitivity respectively.
Administration of diazepam (DZP; ip, 1 mg/kg) 30 min before EPM rescued the anxious
phenotype and improved locomotion, even though it significantly increased thermal
sensitivity in both sexes. This indicates that the altered behavioral response is unlikely
attributable to an interference with movement due to somatic pain in females. We show
that experimental colitis increases CNS excitability in response to administration of kainic
acid, and increases anxiety-related behavior as revealed using the EPM and OF tests.

Keywords: IBD, colitis, anxiety, pain, diazepam, sex differences

INTRODUCTION

Ulcerative colitis (UC) and Crohn’s disease (CD) are a group of chronic idiopathic inflammatory
bowel diseases (IBD) that are characterized by inflammation of the gastrointestinal (GI)
tract and severe symptoms including diarrhea, rectal bleeding, severe cramping and weight
loss. Behavioral symptoms are commonly present in IBD patients, including reduced emotional
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well-being (Gralnek et al., 2000), reduced cognitive function
(Attree et al., 2003), higher levels of fatigue (Wilson et al., 2004;
Graff et al., 2011; Singh et al., 2011), and increased anxiety and
depression (Goodhand et al., 2012; Fuller-Thomson et al., 2015;
Neuendorf et al., 2016). Interestingly, the prevalence of anxiety
and depression are not necessarily related to disease activity
(Mikocka-Walus et al., 2016). These psychiatric comorbidities
can significantly reduce the quality of life of patients, and
contribute significantly to the indirect costs of IBD (Vidal
et al., 2008). Despite significant advances in our understanding
of the pathogenesis of IBD, it is still unclear how signals
from the inflamed gut bring about changes in the central
nervous system (CNS) that lead to disease-associated behavioral
comorbidities.

Recently, studies using an animal model of IBD induced by
dextran sulfate sodium (DSS) administration have demonstrated
cognitive impairment, anxiety-like and depressive-like behavior,
and decreased social interactions (Bercik et al., 2011; Painsipp
et al., 2011; Jain et al., 2015; Emge et al., 2016). In IBD patients,
clinical surveys report that affective disorders are generally more
prevalent in women than in men (Gorman, 2006). Similarly,
a recent study of patients with IBD suggested that women
with active disease reported increased anxiety, depression and
reduced quality of life (Tribbick et al., 2017). However, most
experimental studies to date have used males in order to
avoid the intrinsic potential variability associated with female
animals. Nonetheless, one study has reported that in the acute
DSS model only male mice show an anxious phenotype on
the elevated plus-maze (EPM), whereas females show a more
depressive-like phenotype in the forced swim test (Painsipp et al.,
2011).

Previous studies from our laboratory have shown a microglia-
dependent, TNF-α mediated increase in brain excitability
(Riazi et al., 2008) associated with altered hippocampal
glutamatergic transmission (Riazi et al., 2015) in the 2,4,6-
Trinitrobenzenesulfonic acid (TNBS) model of IBD in male
rats. Whether this alteration in CNS excitability and behavior
also occurs in mice remains to be determined. Moreover, the
findings in the TNBS model have not been reproduced in other
models of IBD. These are important details, because validation
of outcomes in mouse models will enable targeted genetically-
based manipulations critical for performing functional studies,
and differences between the mechanistic underpinnings of the
DSS and TNBS models may have an impact upon CNS signaling
(Wirtz and Neurath, 2007). It is also important to know if
both males and females show similar susceptibly to altered
CNS function and behavior, given the dominance of IBD
in women (Betteridge et al., 2013). Finally, given that pain
accompanies DSS colitis (Jain et al., 2015; Lapointe et al., 2015),
and chronic pain is known to affect both CNS function and
behavior (González-Sepúlveda et al., 2016), we also addressed
the possible contribution of pain to DSS-associated alterations in
behavior.

Using DSS, a well-established animal model of experimental
colitis in rodents (Wirtz et al., 2017), we asked if acute DSS
colitis in male and female mice: (a) alters CNS excitability;
(b) induces an anxiety-like phenotype; and (c) if yes, if the

observed anxiety-like phenotype is due to heightened pain
sensitivity?

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals
Male (20–25 g) and female (18–20 g) C57BL6J mice (7–8 weeks
of age, Jackson, Bar Harbor, ME, USA) were housed in
groups of four and kept under specific pathogen-free conditions
(12:12 light/dark cycle, lights on at 07:00 h, 22◦C, 40% humidity,
food and water ad libitum). One week later (i.e., on day-1:
D-1), mice were weighed and randomly assigned to different
treatment groups. All experiments were performed during the
light phase between 08:00 h and 12:00 noon, in accordance with
the Canadian Council on Animal Care regulations and approval
from the University of Calgary Animal Care Committee. Unless
otherwise stated, day 7 (D7) was the end time point for most
experiments, after subjecting animals to behavioral observations.
Any mouse that lost more than 20% of its body weight was
euthanized. Treatment of animals, methodology, reporting of
results and analysis followed the ARRIVE guidelines (Kilkenny
et al., 2013). Experimental study groups have been outlined in
Table 1.

Colitis Induction and Characterization
Experimental mice were given ad libitum DSS (40–50 kDa,
Affymetrix, Cleveland, OH, USA) in drinking water (2.5%
wt/vol) for 5 days (D0 to D5). Control mice drank tap water. On
the morning of D5, all DSS-containing bottles were exchanged
for tap water for two additional days (until D7), which has been
previously determined in preliminary studies to be the peak
period of inflammation. During the course of the 7 days, water
consumption was monitored and found to be equal between the
groups. Body weight and disease activity index were monitored
specifically on D0, D2, D5 and D7, and macroscopic colitis
damage scores assessed after experiments were completed on
D7 or D8.

Colitis disease activity index was based on three measures:
body weight loss score, stool consistency and fecal blood, and
scored as previously reported (Cooper et al., 1993). Body weight
loss scores were determined as the percentage weight loss from
the initial body weight on D0 (0 = 0%, 1 = <0 to ≤5%, 2 = >5 to
≤10%, 3 = >10 to ≤15%, 4 = >15%). Stool consistency was
scored based on softness/looseness, with normal solid formed
stool given a score of 0, soft or sticky stool a 2, and diarrhea
(loose and watery stool) a 4. Using hemoccult testing kits from
Beckman Coulter, we tested for the presence/absence of fecal
blood; a score of 0 (negative hemoccult), 2 (positive hemoccult)
or 4 (gross blood) was assigned to each animal tested. The total
score per animal was in the range bracket from 0 to 12, where
0 = normal and 12, maximally affected (study 1).

Following behavioral experiments, mice were euthanized
using an overdose of isoflurane followed by exsanguination. The
colons were resected and examined for macroscopic evidence
of colitis and scored for macroscopic damage, as previously
described (Cluny et al., 2010). Colon length score was calculated
as a percentage of control colon length, with the average control
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TABLE 1 | Experimental groups and study plan.

Groups Day 7 Day 8

Study 1 (46 mice) Control, DSS (males and females) Characterization of DSS-induced colitis
Assessment of CNS excitability

Study 2 (59 mice) Control, DSS (males and females) Elevated plus-maze (EPM) test Open field test
Study 3 (24 mice) DSS + VEH, DSS + DZP (males and females) DZP intraperitoneal administration followed by EPM test
Study 4 (126 mice) Control, DSS, DSS + VEH, DSS + DZP (males and females) von Frey test, hot plate test, DZP intraperitoneal administration

followed by the hot plate test

length in males and females being 7 cm and 6.5 cm respectively:
(0 = 85%–100%, 1 = 75%–84%, 2 = 65%–74% and 3 < 65%).
When present, the length of ulcers was noted (cm). The presence
(score = 1) or absence (score = 0) of adhesion, erythema, gross
fecal blood and diarrhea was recorded. Body weight loss score
was calculated as the % weight loss on D7 vs. D0 using the
same parameters as for disease activity index. The sum of the
individual macroscopic indices, i.e., body weight loss score, colon
thickness (mm), colon length score, length of inflamed colon as
% of total length, ulcer length, fecal blood score, diarrhea score,
adhesion scores and erythema score were combined to establish
the macroscopic damage score for each animal (study 1).

Experimental Procedures
Assessment of CNS Excitability
In order to study the effects of colitis on brain excitability in vivo,
kainic acid (KA, Nanocs, 25 mg/kg of body weight, 10 ml/kg
vol/wt) was administered (intraperitoneally, ip) on the morning
of D7 (peak of inflammation).Mice were then individually placed
in clear plastic cages, monitored and videotaped for 90 min. The
latency to the first behavioral seizure, otherwise called seizure
onset time, defined by occurrence of forelimb clonus, rearing
and loss of balance were taken as the experimental endpoint as
previously described (Minge and Bähring, 2011). Animals were
then euthanized for assessment of colonic macroscopic damage
score which was later correlated with the seizure onset time
(study 1).

Behavioral Tests
Anxiety-related behavior
The same groups of male and female control or DSS-treated mice
were tested on an EPM on D7, and on the following day (D8)
an open field (OF) to study the effects of DSS-induced colitis on
anxiety-related behavior (study 2).

The elevated plus-maze (EPM)
The EPM is used for assessment of anxiety-related behavior in
mice (Reber et al., 2007; Nyuyki et al., 2012; Acharjee et al.,
2013). Our EPM consisted of two open (6 × 30 cm, 70 lux)
and two closed (6 × 30 × 15 cm, 20 lux) arms radiating from a
central platform (6 × 6 cm, 55 lux) to form a plus-shaped figure.
The maze was elevated 50 cm above the floor. Each mouse was
placed on the central platform facing a closed arm and allowed to
explore the maze for 5 min. The 5-min test period was recorded
by means of a video camera and later analyzed using TopScanTM

2.0 software (Clever Sys Inc., Reston, VA, USA). This allowed
for the calculation of the percentage time spent in the arms as

well as the total distance traveled, which were deemed measures
of anxiety and locomotion respectively. The maze was cleaned
thoroughly before each test.

The open field (OF)
To screen for anxiety-related behavior as well as to systematically
assess novel environment exploration and general locomotor
activity (Prut and Belzung, 2003), mice were subjected to an OF
test on D8. The OF composed of a blue box (40 × 40 × 40 cm,
40 lux), divided into a central (20 × 20 cm) and peripheral
zone. Mice were placed in the central zone and allowed to
explore the apparatus for 5 min. The 5-min test period was
recorded by means of a video camera and subsequently analyzed
automatically using the TopScanTM 2.0 computer software.
Anxiety-related behavior was recorded as the percentage time
spent in the periphery and central zone, and locomotion
represented as the total distance traveled. The apparatus was
cleaned thoroughly before each test.

Pharmacological Reversal
To verify the presence of an anxious phenotype in DSS-induced
colitis, another set of DSS-treated mice were administered
diazepam (DZP: Sigma Aldrichr, 1 mg/kg, 10 ml/kg, ip)
or vehicle (VEH: isotonic saline, B. Braun Medicals Inc.,
10 ml/kg, ip) 30 min before exposure to the EPM. DZP is
a standard benzodiazepine anxiolytic, commonly employed in
behavioral pharmacology as a reference compound (Bert et al.,
2001; Pires et al., 2013). The anxiolytic dose used in this study
is based on preliminary studies (data not shown), as well as data
from other studies (Ohl et al., 2001; study 3).

Sensory Function
Pain is a prominent feature of IBD. If animals are in pain, they
might move less and this will potentially confound a behavioral
phenotype. Thus, to assess generalized somatic pain, we tested
different groups of mice for mechanical and thermal nociception
on D7. Control and DSS-treated animals were tested with a
set of calibrated von Frey hair monofilaments to assess the
sensitivity to punctate mechanical stimuli. On the hotplate, the
foot withdrawal latency was recorded as a readout for thermal
hyperalgesia. In another cohort of DSS-treated animals, we
administered DZP (1 mg/kg, 10 ml/kg, ip) or VEH (Saline,
10 ml/kg, ip) and tested for pain on the hotplate 30 min later
(study 4).

Mice were placed in clear Plexiglas chambers on an elevated
wire mesh screen. Calibrated von Frey hair monofilaments were
applied to the plantar surface of each hind paw in the ascending
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order of bending force (range: 0.04–2.0 g; Olechowski et al.,
2013). Each hair was applied five times per paw, and the number
of nociceptive responses (vigorous shaking, prolonged lifting,
licking or biting of the stimulated paw) was recorded. The
monofilament which produced nociceptive responses greater
than 60% of the time was taken as the ‘‘threshold’’. In order
to test for thermal hyperalgesia, animals were placed into a
Plexiglas rectangular box over a heated plate maintained at
52◦C (Ugo Basile; Möser et al., 2011). The latency to the first
foot withdrawal, characterized by either hind paw lifting and/or
licking of the plantar region was recorded as our behavioral
endpoint by an observer blind to treatment. The cut-off limit
of 30 s was set to avoid heat damage to foot and the test was
performed only once to avoid changes in latency (Lariviere et al.,
2002).

Data Presentation and Statistics
Each data set consists of experiments carried out in DSS
vs. control, or DSS + VEH vs. DSS + DZP-treated mice
from a minimum of two, and often three cohorts of animals
over a period of 2 years. As males and females were
tested independently, we did not statistically compare their
responses. Data are shown as individual data points as well as
mean ± standard error of mean (SEM). Disease activity index
and macroscopic damage score are described as median values
and represented as mean± SEM, while acknowledging that these
are not parametric values. For statistical analysis, the software
package GraphPad Prism 6.0 (La Jolla, CA, USA) was used and
differences compared between control and DSS, or DSS + VEH-
and DSS + DZP-treated animals by unpaired t test for parametric
data and the Mann-Whitney U test for non-parametric values.
Outliers were identified using the Grubbs’ test, and statistical
significance was set at p ≤ 0.05.

RESULTS

DSS Induces Colitis Severity in Male and
Female Mice and Reduces Body Weight
Gain
As revealed in the first set of experiments (and typical of all
other cohorts in the study-data not shown), both male and
female mice treated with DSS lost weight relative to controls
(males (t(23) = 15.54, p < 0.001); females (t(19) = 7.471,
p < 0.001)). Disease activity index was greater for DSS-treated
male mice (median = 9.0) than for their respective controls

(median = 0.00), U = 0.00, P < 0.001; as well as DSS-treated
females (median = 7.50) vs. controls (median = 0.00), U = 0.00,
P < 0.001 (Mann-Whitney U tests). Furthermore, DSS treatment
significantly increased the macroscopic damage score (degree of
inflammation) in males (median = 7.50) compared to controls
(median = 0.23), U = 0.00, P < 0.001; likewise in females
(median = 5.70) compared to controls (median = 0.19),U = 0.00,
P < 0.001. Colon length (cm) was significantly shorter in
DSS-treated males mice (median = 5.8) vs. their respective
controls (median = 7.00), U = 3.50, P < 0.001; as well as
DSS-treated females (median = 5.50) compared to controls
(median = 6.50), U = 13.0, P = 0.002. These data indicate that the
2.5% DSS treatment induces all the expected features of colitis
(Table 2).

CNS Excitability Is Increased in DSS Colitis
To study the effect of colitis on brain excitability, we injected
control and DSS-treated mice with KA ip and noted the seizure
onset time for these animals. Statistical analysis revealed a
significantly shorter seizure onset time in DSS-treated males
(t(23) = 6.453, p < 0.001; control n = 12, DSS n = 13; Figure 1A)
and females (t(19) = 11.980, p < 0.001; control n = 11, DSS = 10;
Figure 1C) vs. their respective controls. Moreover, a Pearson
product-moment correlation coefficient was computed to assess
the relationship between the seizure onset time and degree of
inflammation (macroscopic damage score). Our data revealed
no correlation between the two variables in males (r = −0.175,
p = 0.557, n = 13; Figure 1B), or in females (r = 0.326, p = 0.357,
n = 10; Figure 1D).

DSS Colitis Increases Anxiety-Related
Behavior and Reduces Locomotion on the
Elevated Plus-Maze and Open Field
When we tested mice using an EPM on D7 to assess anxiety-
related behavior, we found that DSS treatment significantly
reduced the percentage time spent in the open and unprotected
arms of the maze in both males (t(28) = 4.730, p < 0.001, control
n = 15, DSS n = 15; Figure 2A), and females (t(27) = 2.122,
p < 0.043; control n = 14, DSS n = 15; Figure 2D), compared
with their respective controls, indicating increased anxiety-like
behavior. As expected, the percent time in the closed arms
was significantly increased in DSS-treated males (t(28) = 4.969,
p < 0.001; Figure 2B) and females (t(27) = 3.025, p = 0.005;
Figure 2E), compared to their respective controls. Locomotion,
measured as the total distance traveled in the maze, was less than

TABLE 2 | Characterization of dextran sulfate sodium (DSS)-induced colitis in male and female mice.

Male Female

Control (n = 12) DSS (n = 13) Control (n = 11) DSS (n = 10)

Body weight change (% D0) 3.87 ± 0.59 −15.50 ± 1.10∗∗∗ 3.98 ± 1.0 −8.77 ± 1.36∗∗∗

Disease activity index 0.67 ± 0.28 8.77 ± 0.72∗∗ 0.09 ± 0.09 7.71 ± 0.55∗∗∗

Macroscopic damage score 0.30 ± 0.08 7.35 ± 0.33∗∗∗ 0.48 ± 0.20 5.70 ± 0.54∗∗∗

Colon length 7.0 ± 0.14 5.4 ± 0.16∗∗∗ 6.70 ± 0.21 5.40 ± 0.23∗∗

D7 observations reveal a decreased percent body weight gain from D0, increased disease activity index and macroscopic damage score after the administration of 2.5%
DSS in drinking water from D0–5. ∗∗P < 0.01, ∗∗∗P < 0.001 denotes a significant difference to the respective control.
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FIGURE 1 | Increased brain excitability in dextran sulfate sodium (DSS) colitis. Five days 2.5% DSS treatment decreased the seizure onset time in both males (A)
and females (C) on day 7 (D7), and did not correlate with the macroscopic damage scores in males (B) nor females (D). ∗∗∗P < 0.001 vs. control mice.

controls for both DSS-treated males (t(28) = 6.326, p < 0.001;
Figure 2C) and females (t(27) = 2.445, p = 0.021; Figure 2F).

Anxiety-related behavior was also determined using the OF
paradigm, and confirmed the anxious phenotype in these same
animals. DSS treatment significantly increased the time spent
in the peripheral zone of the OF in both males (t(25) = 3.00,
p = 0.006; control n = 14, DSS n = 13 Figure 3A) and
females (t(27) = 4.532, p < 0.001; control n = 14, DSS
n = 15; Figure 3D). Furthermore, time spent in the center
zone was reduced in both sexes, compared with their respective
controls (males: t(25) = 3.604, p = 0.001; Figure 3B); females:
t(27) = 4.538, p < 0.001; Figure 3E). Reduced locomotor activity
was further confirmed as both DSS-treated males and females
which moved significantly less than their respective controls
(males: t(25) = 5.938, p< 0.001; Figure 3C); females: t(27) = 6.130,
p < 0.001; Figure 3F).

Note that data are not included from one mouse that jumped
out of the EPM during testing, one that lost more than 20% of its
bodyweight (D8), and two others that were excluded from the OF
analysis as outliers with respect to the Grubb’s test.

Diazepam Rescues the Anxious Phenotype
and Locomotion in DSS-Treated Animals
To assess whether reduced open arm behavior in DSS-treated
mice was an indication of an anxious phenotype, we

administered DZP, an anxiolytic, to cohorts of DSS-treated
animals. Administering DZP 30 min before EPM exposure
rescued the anxiety-like phenotype in both males and females.
DZP + DSS-treated males spent a higher percentage of time
in the maze open arms (t(11) = 2.358, p = 0.038; DSS + VEH
n = 7, DSS + DZP n = 6; Figure 4A) as did females (t(9) = 3.944,
p = 0.003; DSS + VEH n = 6, DSS + DZP n = 5), when compared
to DSS + VEH controls (Figure 4D). On the other hand, the
percentage time spent in closed arms was significantly reduced
in both males (t(11) = 2.365, p = 0.006; Figure 4B) and females
(t(9) = 3.322, p = 0.009; Figure 4E). DSS + DZP-treated males
moved significantly more than their controls (t(11) = 2.231,
p = 0.05; Figure 4C), while in females, we observed no difference
in distance traveled between the DSS + DZP− vs. DSS−VEH
controls (t(9) = 0.017, p = 0.987; Figure 4F).

Thermal Hyperalgesia in DSS Colitis Is
Aggravated by Diazepam
We tested different sets of animals with calibrated von Frey
filaments and on the hotplate to investigate whether reduced
locomotion and possible unwillingness to venture into the open
arm could be due to generalized pain. As one means of assessing
this, we evaluated the responsiveness to non-noxious stimuli
and noxious heat applied to the paw. Our results revealed that
only DSS-treated male mice showed hyperalgesia, presenting
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FIGURE 2 | DSS colitis increases anxiety-related behavior and reduces locomotion on the elevated plus-maze (EPM). Male and female control/DSS-treated mice
were tested on the EPM on D7. DSS-induced colitis resulted in an anxiety-like phenotype as indicated by reduced percentage time in the unprotected open (A,D)
and increased time in the closed arm (B,E) respectively. Reduced locomotor activity is indicated as the reduced total distance traveled in the maze (C,F) in both
DSS-treated males and females. ∗∗∗P < 0.001, ∗∗P < 0.01, ∗P < 0.05 vs. control mice.

a significant decrease in withdrawal thresholds to punctate
mechanical stimulation (t(14) = 2.909, p = 0.011; control n = 8,

DSS n = 8; Figure 5A), and reduced foot withdrawal latency
(t(28) = 4.243, p < 0.001; control n = 15, DSS n = 15; Figure 5B),

FIGURE 3 | DSS colitis increases anxiety-related behavior and reduces locomotion in the open field (OF). Male and female control/DSS-treated mice, previously
tested on the EPM (D7) were subjected to the OF test the next day (D8). In line with previous D7 observations on the EPM, the DSS-induced anxiety-like phenotype
remained as indicated by the increased percent time in the peripheral zone of the box (A,D), and reduced center zone percent time (B,E) in both sexes. The reduced
total distance traveled (C,F) was used as a measure of locomotor activity in both males and females. ∗∗∗P < 0.001, ∗∗P < 0.01, vs. control mice.
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FIGURE 4 | Diazepam (DZP) rescues the anxious phenotype and locomotion in DSS-treated animals. DZP treatment, given 30 min before the EPM test to
DSS-treated animals reduced anxiety-related behavior, reflected by the increased percent time spent in the open (A,D) and reduced closed arm percent time (B,E) in
both males (A,B) and females (D,E). DZP treatment increased locomotor activity in DSS-treated males (C) and rescued (F) the decreased locomotion previously
seen in DSS-treated females (Figures 2F, 3F). ∗∗P < 0.01, ∗P < 0.05 vs. DSS + VEH mice.

that was not observed in females (t(13) = 0.631, p = 0.539;
control = 15, DSS n = 15; Figure 5D); (t(28) = 0.887, p = 0.382;
control = 15, DSS n = 15; Figure 5E), when compared with
their respective controls. As in the previous experiment, DZP
treatment reversed the anxious phenotype but also improved
locomotion in both sexes (in Figure 4), therefore we asked if
the DZP was merely reversing pain behavior, rather than anxious
behavior. Thus, we tested, in another cohort of animals, the effect
of DZP on foot withdrawal latency in mice with DSS colitis. This
study revealed heightened thermal pain perception in DZP +
DSS-treated males (t(18) = 4.280, p < 0.001; DSS + VEH n = 9,
DSS + DZP n = 11; Figure 5C), and females (t(13) = 4.867,
p < 0.001; DSS + VEH n = 7, DSS + DZP n = 8; Figure 5F), vs.
their respective DSS + VEH controls.

DISCUSSION

Our studies are the first to present behavioral findings regarding
anxiety, pain and CNS excitability in male and female mice
with acute DSS-induced colitis. We show that experimental
colitis increases CNS excitability in response to administration
of KA, and increases anxiety-related behavior as revealed on
the EPM and OF. There was decreased locomotion in these
tests for both males and females with colitis. DZP rescued the
DSS-induced anxious phenotype and improved locomotion in
both sexes. We also found increased mechanical and thermal
pain sensitivity inmales but not in females, andDZP significantly
increased the thermal pain sensitivity after DSS in bothmales and
females.

We used the DSS colitis model to study the behavioral
comorbidities associated with IBD because it is one of the
most commonly used, reliable and reproducible models of
experimental colitis (Chassaing et al., 2014; Wirtz et al., 2017).
Although the exact mechanism(s) by which DSS causes colitis
is (are) not fully understood, it is clear that DSS, which has
a molecular weight of 40–50 kDa, does not cross the blood
brain barrier. Therefore, the behavioral effects described in the
current study are likely due to DSS interactions with the intestinal
epithelium, as previously suggested (Chassaing et al., 2014),
which initiates gut-brain communication (Keightley et al., 2015).
Several studies have previously reported altered anxiety-like
behavior after DSS exposure, and the present findings confirm
these reports (Bercik et al., 2011; Painsipp et al., 2011; Hassan
et al., 2014; Jain et al., 2015; Emge et al., 2016). However,
our study is novel in that it reports this phenotype in both
sexes. Interestingly, this is a finding that was not evident in
one of the studies that used both sexes, as they reported
anxiety- and depressive-like behavior in males and females
respectively (Painsipp et al., 2011). While we did not directly
compare responses between males and females, inspection of
the data suggests that the magnitude of the responses in both
sexes was similar. Although a recent clinical study reported
that female patients with active CD showed a higher degree
of illness perception and consequently, more psychological
distress (Tribbick et al., 2017), others confirm a high prevalence
of anxiety and depression in both male and female IBD
patients (Goodhand et al., 2012; Sajadinejad et al., 2012;
Fuller-Thomson et al., 2015; Neuendorf et al., 2016); findings
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FIGURE 5 | Mechanical and thermal hyperalgesia in DSS colitis: aggravation by DZP. On the morning of D7, separate cohorts of control and DSS-treated mice were
tested for mechanical and thermal pain perception by subjecting their paws to calibrated von Frey hairs, or exposing them to the hot plate (52◦C) for a maximum of
30 s respectively. DSS treatment reduced withdrawal thresholds (A), and the foot withdrawal latency (B) in only males and not females (D,E). A different set of
DSS-treated mice were administered VEH or DZP (ip) 30 min before testing. DZP aggravated hyperalgesia by further reducing the foot withdrawal latency in both
males (C) and females (F). ∗∗∗P < 0.001, ∗P < 0.05 vs. control/DSS vehicle mice.

that were independent of the severity of IBD disease activity
(Mikocka-Walus et al., 2016). In this regard, it is important
to point out that our anxiety-like behavior is coincident with
the acute disease activity and does not necessarily represent an
ongoing anxiety disorder. Future studies will address this by
examining anxiety phenotype following resolution of the acute
colitis.

We acknowledge that reduced locomotion in both sexes on
the EPM and in the OF could limit the interpretation of our
anxiety phenotype. Locomotor activity of individual animals on
the EPM and OF is determined by their reaction to novelty,
and reduced locomotion may in part, be a consequence of
enhanced anxiety-like behavior. However, IBD is known to
be accompanied by chronic abdominal pain (Bielefeldt et al.,
2011), a finding also present in rodent models of IBD. Colitis is
associated with dorsal root ganglion hyper-excitability (Lomax
et al., 2007) and increased visceral pain sensitivity (Verma-
Gandhu et al., 2007; Lapointe et al., 2015), and, as we show
here, mechanical and thermal hyperalgesia using von Frey
monifilaments and in the hot plate test respectively. However,
with the use of an anxiolytic (DZP) that has been validated for
behavioral anxiety tests (Mohammad et al., 2016), we reversed
the DSS-induced anxiety-like phenotype on the EPM. This
finding suggests that the behavioral responses we observed may
be indicative of an anxious phenotype in mice with colitis. We
showed that, at least with responses to thermal pain, DZP actually
increased pain sensitivity. Similar pro-nociceptive effects of DZP
have been previously reported in mice (Rosland et al., 1987;
Rosland and Hole, 1990; Pakulska and Czarnecka, 2001), and

it may be due to a reduction of stress-induced analgesia. It
would be premature to surmise that DZP also alters visceral
pain and further studies on the effects of DZP on mechanical
and visceral hyperalgesia will be more conclusive. In fact, as
inflammatory pain, in itself, can induce anxiety (Parent et al.,
2012), it is possible that the presence of anxiety may be due
wholly or in part to the visceral pain associated with DSS-induced
colitis.

The responses we observed in DSS-treated mice may
represent a true anxious phenotype. As both males and females
showed increased anxiety-like behavior, whereas only males
showed a hyperalgesic phenotype, it is possible that it may occur
independently of pain and further studies will be required to
assess this. However, if thermal hyperalgesia occurs concurrently
with visceral pain in acute DSS colitis as we and others (Jain
et al., 2015) have shown, this would suggest that, at least for
females, the preference for the closed arm of the EPM and the
periphery of the OF was not due to pain induced immobility,
as they showed neither mechanical nor thermal hyperalgesia.
This finding is interesting as, in the clinical milieu, reports
highlight the substantially greater prevalence of many clinical
pain conditions in women vs. men, and growing evidence for sex
differences in sensitivity to experimental pain and to analgesics
(Robinson et al., 2001; Greenspan et al., 2007).

Our findings of a reversal of the anxiety-like phenotype in
DSS colitis complements that of Bercik et al. (2011), who were
able to completely reverse the anxious phenotype by vagotomy
in DSS-treated mice in the step down test, suggesting that this
is a vagally mediated pain independent-effect. This suggests
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that the mechanisms associated with these phenotypes can be
uncoupled, supplementing our findings that the anxiety-like
phenotype may not be due to reduced locomotion, and that,
at least in females, is independent of increased mechanical and
thermal pain sensitivity.

Moreover, we show here that hyperalgesia is not simply
restricted to the gut, as DSS treated male mice showed increased
mechanical and thermal sensitivity to von Frey monofilaments
and in the hot plate test respectively. The mechanism by
which sensory afferents from the skin become sensitized by
gut inflammation is not known, but is in accord with previous
studies showing that there is cross- talk among afferent nerve
populations in colitis, as rats with inflamed colons have sensitized
urinary bladder afferents (Qin et al., 2005; Malykhina et al.,
2006). The reason that there are sex-dependent effects here is
not currently known, but there is evidence in the literature for
sexual dimorphism in mechanisms underlying pain sensitivity
(Mapplebeck et al., 2016).

The prevalence of behavioral comorbidities in IBD pinpoints
CNS involvement, as previously reviewed by us (Nyuyki and
Pittman, 2015). In the present study, we have shown that
DSS-treated male and female mice display decreased seizure
onset times in response to administration of KA. Interestingly,
decreased seizure onset times can be interpreted as increased
excitability, which in this study did not correlate with the
degree of colonic damage (macroscopic damage score) in
either males or females. That central neuronal excitability is
altered in an experimental model of colitis is congruent with
our previous findings in TNBS-induced colitis in male rats.
As these changes persist when brain tissue (hippocampus) is
excised, this cannot be due to altered convulsant distribution,
changes in metabolism or body temperature (Riazi et al.,
2008). It is important to note that the increased seizure
susceptibility should not be interpreted as indicative of a
pro-seizure or pro-epilepsy phenotype; in this study, it is simply
used as an assay for an altered brain state. Inflammation-
induced changes in synaptic and membrane properties like
enhanced AMPA- and NMDA-mediated synaptic currents,
and Schaffer collateral-induced excitatory field potentials in
CA1 stratum radiatum amongst others as previously reported

by us (Riazi et al., 2015) could be responsible for the altered
CNS excitability. The pathways by which information from
the inflamed colon communicates to the brain likely includes
circulating immune cells and inflammatory mediators that
communicate directly via the brain endothelium, or via afferent
vagal or spinal afferent nerves that transmit information to the
brain (Goehler et al., 2000, 2005; Schiltz and Sawchenko, 2002;
Inoue et al., 2008). Once IBD develops, the unpredictability,
uncertainty and chronic course of the disease can cause a wide
range of psychological and interpersonal concerns to patients.
The presence of psychiatric comorbidities including anxiety,
depression, fatigue and cognitive impairment in IBD patients
have undoubtedly led to increased reports of reduced quality of
life and general well-being (Guthrie et al., 2002; Nordin et al.,
2002). In the clinical setting, it remains unclear if IBD is a risk
or causative factor for these psychiatric comorbidities. Our study
lays the groundwork for mechanistic explorations related to how
the inflamed gut communicates to the brain and how specific
neuronal and synaptic properties are altered in colitis and are
different in the context of different sexes.
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